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The role of corporate counsel

• Advisor, translator, simplifier, liaison
• Legal is part of a larger team
• What is corporate counsel’s unique value?

• An inside view of the business
• A closer understanding of operations and strategy
• Focused, tailored and nimble legal and risk advice

Privacy and cybersecurity

• Privacy:
• What do I need to know?

• Cybersecurity:
• What if things go wrong?
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Privacy

• If your business collects, uses, stores and/or
transmits personal information of individual
clients, customers, employees or others

• A solid grasp of privacy law fundamentals is
essential

Privacy and cybersecurity

• Privacy and cybersecurity go hand-in-hand
• Critical dependence on information technology systems to run our

businesses

• IMHO:
• Being conversant with privacy law and IT contracting (including data

security requirements) should be in nearly every corporate counsel’s
legal toolkit
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Privacy: What else do I need to know?
• Privacy laws are evolving

• Consumer awareness of privacy rights is increasing
• The need for consent; reasonable expectations for limits on

use of personal information
• Data analytics - everybody is doing it

• What are the privacy implications for business?
• What is coming down the privacy track?

• Will things get easier for business? Or harder?

What if things go wrong?
• A privacy/cybersecurity breach

• If or when?

• Think about and plan well before it happens
• Develop a plan, rehearse the plan, refine the plan, rehearse

the plan
• Rinse and repeat

• Simulation exercises
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When things go wrong
• Who do you engage internally?
• Do you have written policies and plans to respond

to major incidents?
• Business continuity
• Cybersecurity breaches

When things go wrong
• Who does what?

• Do you have a team specifically designated to be pulled
together and respond to these types of situations?
• A “command centre”

• Are roles clearly defined?
• First responders, management, executive team, board of directors

• Who are the decision-makers?
• Do you have a documented “chain of command”?
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Legal is part of a larger team
• Internal counsel
• External counsel
• Impacted business/operational departments
• Information technology/services departments

• IT infrastructure
• Data and information security department
• External service providers

Legal is part of a larger team
• Compliance department
• Enterprise risk management department

• Business continuity plan and processes
• Major incident response policy and plan

• Communications, media and public relations
• What do you communicate, when and to whom?

• Your privacy/cyber-breach liability insurer/broker
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When things go wrong: Legal privilege

• What is legal privilege?
• How do we maintain it?
• What do non-lawyers need to know?
• When to engage legal counsel?

• Internal? External?

When things go wrong: Legal privilege
• Is there a magic bullet or shield?
• Should we:

• Cc lawyers on all emails?
• Mark everything “legally privileged”?
• Include lawyers in all meetings?

• That would be nice, but it’s more nuanced than that
• Privilege protects documents and records created for the

purposes of seeking and obtaining legal advice
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Cybersecurity and
privacy legal update

Overview

• Current risk trends
• Lessons from the courts
• Regulatory developments
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Current risk trends

Current risk trends
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Current risk trends

Current risk trends
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Lessons from the courts

Lessons from the courts

• Class action certification/authorization refused:
• Broutzas v Rouge Valley, 2018 ONSC 6315
• Kaplan v Casino Rama, 2019 ONSC 2025
• Bourbonnière c. Yahoo! Inc., 2019 QCCS 2624
• Li c. Equifax inc., 2019 QCCS 4340

• But see…
• Tocco v Bell Mobility Inc, 2019 ONSC 2916
• Haikola v The Personal Insurance Company et al., 2019 ONSC 5982
• Ari v ICBC, 2019 BCCA 183
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Lessons from the courts

Lessons from the courts

• Kaplan v. Casino Rama, 2018 ONSC 3545
• Proposed class action relating to data breach
• Plaintiffs seek court order for production of:

• all Mandiant reports and supporting documentation
• all Casino Rama documents provided to Mandiant
• all report(s) of security audits at Casino Rama in 2016-2017
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Lessons from the courts

• Kaplan v. Casino Rama, 2018 ONSC 3545

Lessons from the courts

• Kaplan v. Casino Rama - result:
• Whether the reports are privileged is not decided
• Court finds implied waiver of Mandiant opinion
• Court orders production of “parts of the Mandiant Reports that

relate to the size and scope of the Class”
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Regulatory developments

• PIPEDA developments:
• Only four findings issued in 2019
• Mandatory breach notification and guidance
• Guidance on receiving a breach notification
• Consultation on transborder data flows
• Online privacy policy guidance tips
• Cannabis transactions guidance
• Meaningful consent guideline
• Political parties guidance
• Digital Charter

Regulatory developments

• BC – PrivacyRight! tools
• Alberta

• Phishing advisory
• Email management guidance and tips

• Quebec
• Updated surveillance guidance
• Loss or theft of personal information guidance

• OSFI cybersecurity guidance
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Regulatory developments

• Ontario IPC Report PR16-40 (2019)
• October 14:

• 11 employees received targeted phishing email from “manager”
• some deleted email, others opened attachment
• attachment installed malware on workstations
• manager reported issue to IT and others
• no investigation was commenced

Regulatory developments

• Ontario IPC Report PR16-40 (2019)
• October 19

• employee reported to IT inability to log in
• IT finds suspicious remote log in by “IT staff”
• IT commences investigation of workstation and logs
• IT blocks dropbox for all, disables remote desktop, and later begins changing

administrative and related passwords
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Regulatory developments

• Ontario IPC Report PR16-40 (2019)
• October 27

• port scan finds Russian IP attempting to connect to workstation
• IP address is blocked
• IP address is same as in phishing email
• 39 systems had already been compromised

Regulatory developments

• Ontario IPC Report PR16-40 (2019)
• November 4

• attacker claimed to have 154 GB of data and provides samples
• attacker demands ransom to be paid
• notification made to police and others and later to IPC and public
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Regulatory developments

• Ontario IPC Report PR16-40 (2019)
• Failure to implement adequate safeguards:

• Local administrative privileges questioned
• Gap in phishing training noted
• Lack of proper response to obvious case of spear phishing
• Inadequate response to the remote connection issue

What we covered

• Current risk trends
• Lessons from the courts
• Regulatory developments
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Data Protection Reform is
coming down the tracks

The global influence of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

• Throne Speech Dec 2019

• “To ensure fairness for all in the new digital
space, the government will review the rules
currently in place.”
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General trends

• New rights: data portability, delinkage,
enhanced consent, local remedies, opting-out of
data sharing

• New obligations: data impact assessments,
privacy by design, transparency

Principles of Canada’s Digital Charter,
May 2019

38

1. Universal Access
2. Safety and Security
3. Control and Consent
4. Transparency, Portability

and Interoperability
5. Open and Modern Digital

Government

6.   A Level Playing Field
7.   Data and Digital for Good
8.   Strong Democracy
9.   Free from Hate and Violent

Extremism
10. Strong Enforcement and Real

Accountability
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The United States

• California Consumer Privacy Act – Jan 2020
• Referendum for additional measures :Fall 2020

elections
• Nevada, Arizona
• Washington, New York

A copy of the GDPR in Canada?
• Obvious Canadian insufficiencies

• onward transfer of personal information
• treatment sensitive data
• Data Protection Impact Assessments
• A=B, B=C, C≠A in adequacy standards

• Issues for business
• role of the Data Protection Officer vs Chief Privacy Officer
• documentation burden
• Right To Be Forgotten
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Big Data Use

• Competition, data protection and human rights
implications

• OECD develops Principles for AI use

• Ethical data impact assessments

A PossibleTime Line for Reform

• May 25 2020 Adequacy grace period expires
• Spring 2020 Federal and Quebec legislation introduced
• 2020-2022 Discussions with EU and possible commitments to future

reform
• 2022 Probable implementation dates federally and provincially
• 2022 Discuss possible changes to Alberta and B.C. legislation
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